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The cellular activities of bone modeling and remodeling 
determine the material composition and structure of 
bone. Bone modeling refers to the deposition of new 
bone without prior bone resorption. Bone remodeling is 
characterized by the appearance of focally and temporally 
distinct regions of resorption followed by bone formation 
that constitutes the basic multicellular units (BMUs).The 
purpose of bone modeling and remodeling during growth 
is to build peak bone strength. After the completion of 
growth, bone modeling continues in adulthood modestly 
to increase bone size further, whereas bone remodeling 
maintains bone strength by removal of microdamage.

The concept of peak bone mass more broadly captures 
peak bone strength, which is characterized by mass, 
density, microarchitecture, microrepair mechanisms and 
the geometric properties that provide structural strength. 
If the magnitude of peak bone mass attained in young 
adulthood is an important predictor of osteoporosis later 
in life, then the timing of peak bone mass is also important 
because it defines the lifecycle phase during which peak 
bone mass can be optimized 

Although bone mineral density (BMD) is among the strongest 
risk factors for fracture, a number of clinical studies have 
demonstrated the limitations of bone mineral density 
measurements in assessing fracture risk and monitoring the 
response to the therapy. These observations have brought 
renewed attention to the broader array of factors that 
influence skeletal fragility, including bone size, shape, micro-
architecture and bone quality. Bone fragility can be defined 
by biomechanical parameters, including ultimate force, 
ultimate displacement and energy absorption. 

The biomechanical definition of bone fragility includes at 

least three components: strength, brittleness and work to 
failure. A fourth biomechanical measure, stiffness, also is 
used to assess mechanical integrity of bones, but is not a 
direct measure of fragility. There are at least three ways 
to make the skeleton stronger. First, increase bone mass-
larger bones can carry more load. Second, distribute 
bone mass effectively, i.e. put bone tissue where the 
mechanical demand are greatest. Third, improve the 
material properties of bone tissue such that the bone is 
stronger at a tissue-level. 

The causes of bone fragility are: abnormal collagen 
(Osteogenesis imperfecta, Paget’s disease of bone), 
mineralization defect (osteomalacia), abnormal remodeling 
rate and balance (turnover) [A. High bone turnover with 
negative BMU balance- postmenopausal osteoporosis, 
hyperparathyroidism, B. Other abnormalities of bone 
turnover with negative BMU balance- osteoporosis in 
men, corticosteroid-induced osteoporosis] 

The genetic basis of osteoporosis has been difficult to identify. 
Nevertheless, several approaches have been undertaken in 
the past decades in order to identify candidate genes for bone 
fragility, including the study of rare monogenic syndromes 
with striking phenotypes (Osteogenesis imperfecta and 
osteopetrosis), the analysis of individuals or families with 
extreme osteoporotic phenotypes (idiopathic juvenile and 
pregnancy-related osteoporosis) and chiefly, genome-wide 
association studies. 

A better Knowledge of the relative importance of the 
different determinants of the bone “quality” (intrinsic 
properties of bone matrix, bone architecture and turnover) 
in the determination of skeletal strength and fragility will 
improve the understanding of the pathogenesis of bone 
fragility in metabolic bone diseases.
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Osteoporosis is defined as “a skeletal disorder 
characterized by compromised bone strength leading to an 
increased risk of fracture”. This definition underscores the 
role of bone strength and implies that understanding bone 
strength is the key to understanding fracture risk. Bone 
fragility is determined by bone quantity and bone quality, 
defined broadly as all geometric, microarchitectural, and 
material factors (e.g., trabecular architecture, collagen 
crosslinking, mineralization, microcracks) that contribute 
to whole-bone fracture resistance. Also bone fragility 
can be defined by biomechanical parameters, including 
ultimate force, ultimate displacement and energy 
absorption. Factors that influence skeletal fragility, 
include bone size, shape, micro-architecture and bone 
quality. The deterioration of bone with age has focused on 
bone quantity as a predictor of such fracture risk, where 
quantity is described by the bone mass or bone mineral 
density (BMD), defined as the amount of bone mineral 
per unit cross-sectional area. Bone strength depends on 
the structural and material properties of bone, both of 
which are influenced by the rate of bone turnover. Not all 
determinants of bone strength are well represented by a 
BMD measurement. Greater understanding of the concept 
of bone quality will ultimately help improve the assessment 
of fracture risk and monitoring of patients receiving 
treatment for osteoporosis. Bone mineral density (BMD, 
g/cm2), provides a combined measure of quantity and 
quality, because areal BMD (aBMD) cannot distinguish 
between thicker bones (greater quantity) and more highly 
mineralized bones (altered quality). BMD assessed by DXA 
has moderate ability to predict fracture risk in untreated 
patients and to predict the reduction in risk in patients 
treated with antiresorptive therapies. Although low BMD 

is among the strongest risk factors for fracture, a number 
of clinical studies have demonstrated the limitations 
of BMD measurements in assessing fracture risk and 
monitoring the response to therapy. One of the keys 
to redefining osteoporosis is new technology to better 
identify the risk of fractures. High-resolution peripheral 
quantitative computed tomography (HRpQCT) is such a 
technology that allows the measurement of trabecular 
and compact bone and the repetitive 3D assessment and 
computation of microstructural and micromechanical 
properties in patients. The procedure can help improve 
predictions of fracture risk, clarify the pathophysiology 
of skeletal diseases, and define the response to therapy. 
Microarchitectural bone imaging in combination with 
computational approaches are well suited to investigate 
structure-function relationships and failure mechanisms 
in normal, osteoporotic, and treated bone. Furthermore, 
it may provide a new clinically accessible methodology to 
assess implant stability and monitor fracture healing. 
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Bone is a dynamic tissue that responds to external 
stressors in order to maintain a steady state. Whilst gravity 
is one of the main factors influencing bone growth, there 
are several other mechanical stimuli of great importance. 
When force is applied onto bone, the mechanical signal is 
transduced to intracellular signals that determine bone 
metabolism. In this way, bone can grow and remodel 
appropriately, to respond to the external stressor. 
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The cells involved in orchestrating bone remodeling are 
the osteocytes. They are specialized cells able to form gap 
junctions for inter-cellular communication. They possess 
integrins, ion channels and primary cilia, all of which are 
essential for the process of mechanotransduction, the 
translation of a physical (mechanical) stimulus into a 
biochemical one that is compatible with cells. Examples 
of signals which can trigger such a response in osteocytes 
are, but not limited to: electromagnetic fields, vibration and 
centrifugation. After sensing the signal, focal adhesions 
can form between integrins to facilitate bone formation. 
Ion channels are particularly relevant for the movement of 
Ca2+, which drives intracellular responses. Signaling through 
primary cilia can result in increased COX-2 expression, 
increased osteoprotegerin to receptor activator of nuclear 
factor κΒ ratio (OPG:NFκB) and release of prostaglandin E2 
(PGE2). The osteocytes are capable of sensing tension, fluid 
flow shear stress (the movement of fluid in the canaliculi), 
piezoelectricity (temporarily negatively or positively charged 
areas due to compression or tension, respectively) and 
streaming potentials. The process of reception of mechanical 
stimuli by the osteocytes is influenced by genetic factors, age 
and hormonal background, but not by nutritional status. 

Mechanical use is crucial for modeling of bone. Inadequate 
use can result in loss of bone mass. Physiological use comes 
with controlled modeling and, overuse results in increased 
formation of bone. However, pathological overload leads to 
microdamage, as the repair phase of the remodeling fails to 
meet the increased demand1. Accumulation of microdamage 
can eventually lead to fracture. This relationship was best 
framed by H.M. Frost, who proposed the theory of the 
mechanostat: bone adapts to mechanical stimuli and in 
order to maintain a healthy state, coordination between 
modeling and remodeling is required2. If the balance is 
disrupted severely in either side –shifting the system outside 
of the “useful window”- pathology is established. Factors 
influencing bone strain are the size, the frequency and the 
duration of the applied load3. The importance of constant 
bone resorption and formation is seen in targeted remodeling 
of big bones. Without the ability to restore healthy bone in 
places of microdamage, weight bearing bones such as tibia 
are estimated to fracture after 3 years of routine use4.

In conclusion, mechanical stimuli influence bone metabolism. 
The signals are received and translated through the 
osteocytes, which can then stimulate bone formation through 
release of NO and PGE2. Disuse or excessive overloading 
can disturb the homeostasis in bone remodeling and lead to 
fracturing or loss of bone mass. Finally, both low frequency 
with high tension, and high frequency with low tension 
stimulate bone formation3.
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Mechanical loading is a criticial regulator of bone function and 
integrity. Upon loading specialized bone cells sense those 
changes and convert mechanical signals to biological ones 
tranducting the information across the skeleton. Cells of the 
osteoblastic lineage (osteoblasts, lining cells and osteocytes) 
are the main cells for sensing external loads and adapting to 
the everchanging bone microenviroment.

The role of the osteocyte as the mechanosensory cell 
in bone has long been postulated based on the fact 
that is the most abundant and long-lived cell in bone 
and is ideally situated to perceive changes in external 
forces. Osteocytes create a complex network with other 
osteocytes even at long distance and with cells at the 
surface, thereby orchestrating bone remodeling through 
paracrine factors and cell-cell interactions. 

The identity of mechanoreceptors is manifold and concerns 
ion channels, integrins and cell membranes. Integrins are 
heterodimeric protein complexes that connect the cell 
to the pericellular environment by spanning the plasma 
membrane and forming adhesions with the adjacent 
tissues or cells. The binding of ligands to the extracellular 
domain of integrins transmits signals activating 
intracellular signaling, while modification of intracellular 
domains also regulates the binding affinity of extracellular 
molecules. Primary cilia, is also one of the most revisited 
candidates for mechanosensing and consists of a central 
axis composed of nine microtubules surrounded by a 
specialized membrane. However, the number of primary 
cilia found within the bone cells and in the bone marrow 
is small (<5% and 1% respectively) and thus these 
structures cannot be the primary mechanosensor. Other 
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mechanosensing candidates include gap junctions that 
are created by connexins, pores formed by connexons 
within the plasma membrane and tethering elements that 
are transverse and elongated proteoglycan molecules that 
extend across the pericellular space of the osteocyte.

Similar multiplicity characterizes the intracellular 
molecular pathways that are activated during mechanical 
loading with ERK kinases, MAPK kinases, prostaglandins 
and Wnt signaling contributing the most. In a recent study 
that compared the mechanosensing abilities of osteoblasts 
versus osteocytes it has been shown that both cell types 
activate the same molecular pathways when stressed but 
with significant differences in the sensitivity and kinetics 
of the response mechanisms. 

Osteoclasts derived from the hemapopetic/macrophage 
lineage and are the shortest-lived cells in bone tissue. 
Its function as the bone-resorbing cell of the skeleton is 
very targeted and osteoclastogenesis takes place almost 
exclusively in the sites where bone resorption is indicated, 
as directed by the osteocytes with the secretion of the 
major osteoclastogenic cytokine RANKL. Due to their 
short lifespan (approximately 7-14 days) and their 
proteolytic nature, mature osteoclasts do not hold any 
kind of mechanosensing property. 
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The biological process of bone fracture healing consists of 
two types. Primary one, which occurs with absolute stability 

constructs via intramembranous healing and secondary bone 
healing which occurs with non-rigid fixation via enchondral 
healing. The biomechanical process of both primary and 
secondary bone fracture healing is explained by Perren’s 
inter-fragmentary strain theory. Mechanical stability at the 
fracture site relates mechanical strain with the type of healing 
that will occur1. Thus, when the strain is above 100% would 
lead to non-union, when between 10% and 100% would lead 
to granulation tissue formation, when between 2% and 10% 
would lead to fibrocartilage formation and when less than 
2% would lead to bone formation2. Bone contact healing, in 
case of anatomical reduction and absolute construct stability, 
ensures that inter-fragmentary strain is less than 2%, 
leading to primary bone healing. On the other hand, in case 
of non rigid fixation and relative construct stability, the inter-
fragmentary strain should be between 2% and 10%, leading 
to secondary bone healing. In other words, this means that an 
initial minimum fracture gap cannot tolerate even minimum 
micromotion in order to heal, thus requiring rigid fixation to 
prevent significant motion. On the contrary, an initial wider 
gap can tolerate some controlled motion at the fracture 
site, thus requiring relative stability in order to maintain 
inter fragmentary strain between 2% and 10%. In addition, 
according to the principles of moment of inertia, callus 
formation significantly increases stiffness at the fracture site 
and therefore secondary healing can be considered as stronger 
fixation than primary one. inter-fragmentary movement, in 
combination with the fixator type that is used to stabilize the 
fracture site, plays a crucial role concerning to how loading 
effects fracture healing outcome. These types of movement 
are inter-fragmentary axial compression and tension, shear 
movement in the plane of the defect, axial rotation and 
bending3. Several studies have shown the positive effect of 
compression on the fracture healing process. Goodship and 
Kenwright back in 1985 were the first to underline this 
fact. On the other hand, high tension movement causes an 
increase in gap size inhibiting callus formation. The role of 
inter-fragmentary shear and torsion on bone regeneration 
process remains a debate. Most of the studies indicate a 
negative effect and only few show the opposite outcome. 
Bending forces have been slightly investigated and therefore 
no safe conclusion can be derived. Different theories for tissue 
differentiation through fracture healing process have been 
described. The first one was that of Pauwel’s in 1960 who 
distinguished which hydrostatic pressure and shear strain 
titles lead the mesenchymal stem cells to differentiate into 
osteoblasts and fibroblasts respectively4. In 1998 Claes et 
al. revisited the theory of Pauwels and determined the exact 
values of hydrostatic pressure and axial strains which caused 
differing tissue differentiation5. All these mechanoregulation 
theories of tissue differentiation have been incorporated 
into mathematical models that can simulate the biological 
process of fracture healing. The comparison between these 
models and in vivo studies would allow the mechanobiology 
of tissue differentiation during fracture healing to be defined. 
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Bone healing is a natural and physiological process which is 
initiated at the time of a fracture. The time period between 
bone trauma and bone healing may vary. An estimation 
of the expected time until bone union is succeeded can 
be made depending on the fracture type and location. 
Delayed union is the situation in which a fracture has not 
united in what is considered a reasonable amount of time 
for a fracture of that type in that location to heal.

Development of delayed union is multifactor, with 
mechanical factors being of key importance in the majority 
of the cases. Type of the fracture, method of stabilization, 
bone gap at fracture site and micro-movement at fracture 
site are recognized as significant mechanical factors1. 
The more unstable the fracture pattern is and the largest 
the bone gaps are, the more possible bone healing will be 
compromised. The method of stabilization and fixation 
also is of key role, since methods that induce callus 
formation instead of direct contact or gap healing seem to 
have better chance to succeed mechanically thus avoiding 
delayed union. Moreover, it has been shown that micro-
movement within certain limits, in certain intensity and 
parallel to bone axis can have a significant beneficial effect 
on bone formation2. Excessive movement or shear forces 
on the other hand may lead to unsatisfactory results.

There is evidence that mechanical stimuli have a direct 
impact on bone metabolism, with osteoblasts being able to 
detect changes of the mechanical environment and respond 

adequately. Controlled movement at fracture site and axial 
forces of compression and tension induce bone morphogenetic 
protein production and osteoblast activation3.

It is common clinical practice to use mechanical stimuli to 
achieve bone healing in cases of delayed union. Dynamic 
splinting and weight bearing, use of external fixators that 
are not completely rigid, intramedullary nailing with locking 
screws in dynamic position or locking screw removal, are 
all methods of allowing micro-movement on fracture site in 
order to stimulate healthy bone tissue formation.

Bone stimulators using electric currents, electromagnetic 
fields and various ultrasound frequencies have also been 
used the last decades in cases of delayed union and acute 
fractures. Many studies imply a positive effect of bone 
stimulation with financial and functional benefits4. Careful 
meta-analysis of the current literature, however, suggests 
that there is only low recommendation of those techniques, 
since the quality and quantity of those studies are limited5. 
Further multicenter randomized control trials need to be 
planned in order to assess bone stimulator efficiency before 
accepting such modalities in standard clinical practice.
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Although rigid plate osteosynthesis and primary bone 
healing was for many years the mainstream in fracture 
management, the development of novel theories concerning 
the biology and mechanoregulation of fracture repair 
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brought new aspects into the operative management of 
long bone fractures. Controlled dynamic biological fixation 
takes advantage of secondary bone healing principles as 
developed and described by Peren, and introduce a new, 
more flexible mode of internal fixation. Controlled Dynamic 
Biological fixation takes advantage of the fracture site 
micromotion to form bone via tissues which undergo change 
in material structure until skeletal continuity is restored 
(indirect healing).

The indications for dynamic biological plating include 
metaphyseal long bone fractures, comminuted midshaft 
fractures where the blood supply is good, or can be 
restored within bridges between the soft tissues and 
bone, and adolescent tibial and femoral fractures with no 
fully closed growth plates.

Additionally over the last decades it became clear that the 
effective treatment of fractures depends upon good soft 
tissue management. Biological fixation where soft tissue 
envelope and perfusion of the bone is left intact, is widely 
accepted.

Following the development of more flexible biological 
fixation, new implants promoting the use of minimal 
invasion techniques (MIPO) like locking plates and 
improved conventional have been introduced. In order to 
gain full advantage of biological internal fixation and of 
MIPO some simple rules have to be applied by the surgeon:

1.  For bones such as the femur and tibia that are exposed 
to large bending forces, long plates (bridging plates) with 
a small number of screws should be considered. Two or 
three holes at the fracture site should be omitted.

2.  Because torsional strength is mainly restricted by the 
number of screws, fractures of the humerus and radius, 
which are exposed to large torsional forces, should be 
stabilized with a plate with a high number of screws on 
either side of the fracture line. 

3.  Oblique screws at the plate ends increase the pull out 
strength. 

4.  Lag screws, especially through the plates must be 
avoided 

5.  Compression is not desirable.

Dynamic plate osteosynthesis is a demanding surgical 
procedure with a high learning curve, but when respecting 
the above basic concepts, it is a safe procedure with a high 
healing and a low complication rate.
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Osteoarthritis is a debilitating disease of the joints which 
was estimated to affect 27 million people in the USA alone 
in 2005 and is likely to have increased since then. The 
prevalence increases with age, with radiographic findings 
of arthritis in more than 70% of the general population 
over the age of 651. The disease is characterized by pain, 
dysfunction and in the advanced stages limb deformity. 
It affects the whole joint, including tendons, ligaments, 
muscle, synovium, articular cartilage and the bone. The 
etiology of osteoarthritis is multifactorial and is not fully 
understood. It occurs when the dynamic state between 
destructive forces on one hand and repair mechanisms 
on the other, tends to destabilize the joint. There are two 
ways this imbalance works. The first mode is where the 
joint is exposed to normal stresses but there is some 
sort of underlying abnormal physiology. This can be 
inflammation, sepsis, aging, genetic factors or an immune 
response. The second mode is where the physiology of the 
joint is normal but it sustains abnormal stresses. This is 
characteristic in obesity, trauma, malalignment, instability 
and abnormal anatomy1. Obesity is the one reversible 
cause of osteoarthritis. Apart from excessive loading of 
the joint, obesity is linked to systemic inflammation linked 
to other conditions like cancer, cardiovascular conditions 
and diabetes2,3. Obesity and arthritis is directly linked 
and loss of 5 kg decreases the risk of arthritis by 50%3. 
Furthermore a loss of 3 kg of body weight is linked to a 
decrease of systemic inflammation markers like IL-64. 
Trauma is also linked to arthritis with an impact on normal 
anatomy and change of the loading axis5. Deviation of 
the mechanical axis of a joint causes an increase of the 
adduction moment and leads to the destruction of the 
part of the joint which receives the biggest load. It has 
also been shown that insufficiency of the soft tissues 
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supporting a joint, leads to degenerative changes. This 
is particularly the case with the knee, where meniscal 
tears, ligament ruptures and osteochondral lesions are 
directly related to arthritis. Treatment of osteoarthritis 
involves non-surgical options where reversible causes like 
obesity and muscle weakening are balanced by diet and 
exercise. Surgical options mainly involve osteotomies of 
the acetabulum, the femur and the tibia in order to correct 
mechanical axis deviations and arthroplasty, where the 
joint is replaced with metallic alloys and polyethylene5. 
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In the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis (OA) important is 
the role of a number of risk factors as: 

•  The mechanical stress as it in physiologic spectrum 
leads in the normal function of the chondrocytes and the 
synthesis of the proteins of the matrix of the cartilage 
of the joints. On the contrary the high mechanical stress 
is correlated with cartilage damage and it’s absence or 
very low value in cartilage atrophy.

•  The inflammation as a great number of proinflammatory 
cytokines as IL-1, IL-6, IL-15, IL-17, IL-18, TNFα, 
which are found in a high level in synovial fluid, 
synovium and cartilage and are correlated with a high 
rate of chondrocytes apoptosis, the production of 
metalloproteins with role in cartilage deterioration and 
the reduction of the synthesis of the proteins of the 
matrix of the cartilage.

•  A number of genetic factors as certain polymorphisms 
of the gene of the asporin, the growth and differentiation 
factor 5, the bone morphogenic protein 5, the IL-1β and 
the antagonist of IL-1, etc.

•  The oxidant stress seems to have a role in the increase 
of chondrocytes apoptosis and an impact on cartilage.

•  Role in the cartilage damage have also epidemiologic 
factors as the high body weight (the obesity), the trauma 
of the joints, some professional and sports activities, 
the meniscal damage the high age as well as the gender 
(female>male).
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Osteoarthritis is a slowly progressing joint degeneration 
which is characterized by cartilage damage, subchondral 
bone alterations, osteophyte formation and synovial 
tissue inflammation. Specific anatomical regions have 
been described in joint underlying cartilage bone, including 
the subchondral cortical plate, subchondral trabecular 
bone and sub-articular bone. Subchondral bone refers 
to the bony components lying under calcified cartilage 
and comprising of subchondral bone plate and trabecular 
bone. Subchondral bone plate consists of relatively 
nonporous and poorly vascularized cortical bone. It is 
separated from the overlying articular cartilage by zone 
of calcified cartilage. Subchondral bone has two essential 
functions: stress absorption and maintenance of cartilage 
nutrient supply. Animal models show that changes in the 
subchondral bone go parallel to cartilage degradation. 
There are changes observed in both articular cartilage and 
subchondral bone in osteoarthritis. Changes in the bone 
include sclerotic changes, thinning of articular cartilage, 
Thickening of the subchondral plate and subchondral 
cortical thickness, osteophyte formation, advancement of 
tidemark associated with vascular invasion of the calcified 
cartilage and the development of bone marrow lesions and 
bone cysts in the subchondral compartment. Although 
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subchondral cortical plate is not very porous or vascular 
in nature subchondral compartment has a rich nervous 
and vascular supply. The distribution and intensity of 
these channels depends on age and compressive forces 
transmitting through cartilage and subchondral bone. 
Mechanical effects of loading on bone remodelling not 
only affect bone mass but also produce alterations in 
the contour and shape of the subchondral bone. The 
subchondral bone explants from osteoarthritis patients, 
secrete high levels of alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin, 
osteopontin, Interleukin-6 (IL-6), Interleukin-8 (IL-8), and 
progressive ankylosis protein homolog (ANKH), urokinase 
plasminogen activator, prostaglandin and insulin 
growthfactor-1 compared to normal bone explants. Many 
trials demonstrated that the presences of bone marrow 
lesions (BMLs) are related to structural deterioration in 
knee osteoarthritis. There is attribution of subchondral 
bone attrition and BMLs. BMLs adjacent to the subchondral 
plate have been shown to have increased bone volume 
fraction and increased trabecular thickness, but reduced 
tissue mineral density, meaning that osteoarthritis is 
associated to increased bone turnover. Both subchondral 
bone abnormalities are associated to cartilage loss. In 
animal studies, was demonstrated that as antiresorptive 
treatment biphosphonate therapy suppress bone 
resorption and development of osteoarthritis is postponed. 
The microarchitecture of subchondral bone is associated 
with aging. It was shown that subchondral trabecular 
bone thickness and bone volume decrease, connectivity 
between trabecular bone and calcified cartilage becomes 
slower by age. In other studies, it was indicated that 
increased biomechanical loads in obese patients lead to 
subchondral bone stiffness. Subchondral bone responds 
to stress of physical activity by increasing bone formation 
and density. Joint malalignment and microfractures result 
in ligament injuries affecting subchondral bone. There has 
been reported that venous drainage of subchondral bone 
is defective. Necrosis of bone trabeculae and bone marrow 
is early manifestations of both osteoarthritis and ischemic 
necrosis and hypertension in subchondral bone decreases 
its nourishment. Judging from the fact of various such as 
biochemical, hormonal, paracrinical, signaling, vascular 
and mechanical crosstalk between articular cartilage 
and Subchondral bone there may be in combination with 
biomarkers development part of etiological treatment for 
the majority of the forms of osteoarthritis.
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Osteoarthritis is a major cause for total joint replacement. 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) surgery is a common 
orthopedic surgery performed to reduce pain and improve 
function in degenerative knee joints. Recent studies have 
reported that 15-20% of patients are not satisfied after 
TKA without evident clinical or radiological reasons1. Pain 
is the main reason of dissatisfaction for most of these 
patients2. 

It is known that 6-10% of patients with TKA may have 
moderate to severe pain that continues for at least 3 
months post-operatively and this is defined as chronic 
post-surgical pain (CPSP)3, approximately 30% the 
origin of CPSP might be neuropathic4. It is recognized 
that constant intense nociceptive sensory information, 
generated by painful and inflamed deep somatic 
structures, produces significant neurochemical and 
metabolic changes, as well as neurologic reorganization 
within spinal cord segments5. Increased excitability of 
dorsal horn neurons produces pain hypersensitivity 
in a segmental distribution6 which is known as central 
sensitization. The desensitization of the central nervous 
system before or after the TKA is mandatory for patients 
with long lasting osteoarthritis pain. 

Patients with long standing osteoarthritis of the knee 
present different pattern of recruiting muscles (shorter 
stride length, longer stance phases, reduced speed, longer 
stride time and increased double support)7. These gait 
abnormalities are obvious up to 24 months after TKA 
even in patients with excellent functional score. Muscle 
activation becomes normal but not when high demand 
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motor tasks are required8. Reduced knee flexion during 
load absorption phase, propulsion and swing phase, 
associated with reduced external extension moment9 and 
prolonged co-contraction of rectus femoris-harmstrings 
and gastro-tibialis anterior10 are also characteristics 
of gait. Different patterns of external flexion-extension 
joint moments are associated with abnormal phasing of 
quadriceps and hamstrings11 and might have implications 
in long-term prosthesis failure. Prolonged activity in knee 
muscles found by means of dynamic EMG, seems to be a 
peculiar feature of TKA gait, persistent throughout follow 
up associated with ‘stiff-knee pattern’12. 

The main goals of rehabilitation in acute care are the 
management of pain and the improvement of the range 
of motion. The use of continuous passive motion (CPM) 
has been resulted in contradictory findings13. CPM did not 
affect the long-term knee ROM attained by 6 months14 or 
a year15 after the operation. Some studies have shown 
that early pro-operative knee range of motion (ROM) 
improves the functional results where as other studies 
have demonstrated no difference16. 

After discharge from acute unit the rehabilitation 
continues on an outpatient basis. The main goals of 
rehabilitation are full normal ROM, management of pain 
and improvement of proprioception. Exercise should 
aim the static and dynamic equilibrium and train the 
new patterns of activation. Also occupational therapy is 
mandatory for the proper and safe function for activities 
of daily living (bath, grooming, toilet e.t.c). The equipment 
that might be needed at home and exercises for the upper 
limbs are also offered by the occupational therapist. The 
role of social worker is essential in some countries to 
contact the insurance companies. 

Rehabilitation after TKR is a long and persistent procedure, 
in an outpatient basis. Safety in the activities of daily 
living, management of pain, and improvement ROM and 
proprioception are the main goals. These goals make 
mandatory the presence of a multidisciplinary team to take 
over after (and sometimes before) the major operation. 
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Fractures are common in the pediatric population. 
Distinguishing a traumatic from pathological fracture 
is often difficult because it is not clearly defined what 
constitutes a fragility fracture. We investigate children 
with fractures of long bones, with absence of significant 
trauma. Osteoporosis in children may be primary, due 
to an intrinsic bone abnormality or secondary, due to an 
underlying medical condition. 

Primary osteoporosis is mainly found in Osteogenesis 
imperfecta and secondary osteoporosis in cerebral 
palsy children. Identification of the underlying pathology 
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is the most important in the evaluation of children with 
fractures. A comprehensive pediatric reference database 
for Hologic densitometers is available. Z-scores should 
be calculated as SD scores compared with age-, sex-, and 
ethnicity-matched controls. The diagnosis of low BMD in 
a child should never be made on the basis of T-score. 
The decision to perform screening densitometry in a child 
must be made on an individual basis, taking into account 
fracture history and risk factors. The clinical implications 
of low BMD in the pediatric population have not been well-
established, and the diagnosis of osteoporosis must 
be made in association with clinical history rather than 
relying upon bone densitometry alone.

Children affected from Cerebral Palsy are the main population 
of children with motor deficit. The fracture incidence in CP 
children, is much higher than that in the general pediatric 
population. These fractures occur with minimal trauma or 
are ‘spontaneous’ with no apparent history of injury. The 
diagnosis is delayed or missed in those patients who cannot 
communicate. The most common site of fractures was the 
lower limb, almost 80% of fractures occurring around the 
knee and being metaphyseal fractures. 

There are many risk factors associated with fractures in 
children with CP. The severity of neurological involvement is 
an important factor. Contractures and stiffness of the major 
joints create long lever arms, also predispose to fracture. The 
fracture rate increase more than threefold, after a previous 
fracture. Prolonged immobilization with or without surgery 
can predispose to fracture. Malnutrition, low body weight 
(z-score) and use of AEDs are associated with an increased 
fracture risk. 

Prevention of bone fragility and fractures in CP children can 
be done with physical activity and standing weight-bearing. 
Proper physiotherapy is essential. Stable internal fixation of 
any osteotomy, will minimize the postoperative duration of 
cast immobilization. Operations to correct lower limb joint 
deformities, to provide plantigrade feet and straight knees will 
allow standing weight-bearing and physical exercise in children 
with severe CP. The use of DXA BMD requires adjustments for 
body size, pubertal status and skeletal maturity. 

The primary cause of osteoporosis is found in osteogenesis 
imperfecta. It is a rare disease, characterized from 
excessive fragility of bones. Prevention of fractures with 
appropriate bracing and education of the parents and 
children is encouraged. The use of pamidronate today 
has reduced the incidence of fractures in these children. 
Appropriate treatment for realignment of deformed and 
contoured long bones and use of expanding telescoping 
rods have significantly improved the life of the children.
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It is increasingly accepted that osteoporosis is a paediatric 
issue. The prepubertal human skeleton is quite sensitive 
to the mechanical stimulation elicited by physical activity. 
To achieve the benefits for bone deriving from physical 
activity, it is not necessary to perform high volumes 
of exercise, since a notable osteogenic effect may be 
achieved with just 3 hours of participation in sports. 

Physical activity or participation in sport should start at 
prepubertal ages and should be maintained through the 
pubertal development to obtain the maximal peak bone mass 
potentially achievable. Starting physical activity prior to the 
pubertal growth spurt stimulates both bone and skeletal 
muscle hypertrophy to a greater degree than observed with 
normal growth in non-physically active children. 

High strain-eliciting sport like gymnastics, or participation 
in sports or weight-bearing physical activities like football 
or handball, are strongly recommended to increase the 
peak bone mass. Moreover, the increase in lean mass is the 
most important predictor for bone mineral mass accrual 
during prepubertal growth throughout the population. 

Since skeletal muscle is the primary component of lean 
mass, participation in sport could have not only a direct 
osteogenic effect, but also an indirect effect by increasing 
muscle mass and hence the tensions generated on bones 
during prepubertal years.
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The mechanostat theory describes a system in which a 
minimum effective strain, is essential for maintaining bone. 
Frost H. described the above theory which was developed to 
the Utah paradigm of Physiology, which seems valid in SCI. 
Unloading reduces mechanical strains leading to increased 
remodelling in favor of bone resorption. In SCI disuse may 
have a role, but factors independent of mechanical loading of 
the skeleton also appear to be important. Possible influential 
non-mechanical factors may include poor nutritional status, 
disordered vasoregulation, hypercortisolism, alterations in 
gonadal function, endocrine disorders and neural factors. 

Under physiological conditions, the largest forces arise 
from muscle contractions. After SCI, sensory and motor 
functions are disrupted, depending on the completeness 
of injury, due to damage of the neural tissue within the 
spinal canal. However, in most cases this does not imply a 
complete loss of muscle contractions.

It could be argued that the reduction in muscle strength 
would not be the cause, but rather a parallel to the reduction 
in bone strength after SCI, as there is accumulating direct 
evidence for an involvement of the central nervous system 
in bone metabolism. Such nervous influence is probably 
best understood for the sympathetic nervous system, 
which is thought to hamper bone formation and stimulate 
bone resorption. However, sympathetic nerve activity is 
decreased after SCI, and, accordingly one should expect 
increases in bone mass and strength via this pathway, 
which is not the case in SCI.

Disuse was thought to be also the mechanism responsible 
for the skeletal muscle atrophy in paraplegics. After the first 
months, muscular atrophy reaches a steady state, which is 

likely to maintained by reflexing activity of lower motoneuron 
(muscle spasms). However, the effect of spasticity on bone and 
muscle is controversial because the myopathic muscle may 
not accept stimuli because of its degeneration or recognizes 
them wrongly. Although in bone after a period of 16-24 
months during injury the metabolic process tends towards 
a new steady bone state, bone mineral density at different 
regions continues to decrease and is inversely associated 
with the time of injury, which means continuous bone loss 
beyond the first 2 years after injury, reaching a new steady 
state at 4 (femur) to 7 (tibia) years. Bone loss is an ongoing 
biological phenomenon during the years of paralysis required 
to reach the new steady state according to the paraplegic 
mechanostat when bone impairment is complete, meaning 
also geometrical property alterations and not only volumetric 
bone mineral density losses. SCI groups loose more muscle 
than bone per unit bone/muscle area after injury, meaning 
that bone loss follows muscle loss.

We could interfere in the paraplegic mechanostat process 
either on bone (mostly by giving drugs) or on muscles 
launching a rehabilitation program using exercise protocols 
or physical and mechanical means. The most important is the 
optimal timing of this intervention. Because of the higher bone 
area/muscle area ratio in paraplegics the intervention should 
be started early to protect muscle loss, which tends to start 
sooner and is leading the bone-muscle relationship.
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Our skeleton has the unique ability to continuously reform 
himself according to the routinely applied mechanical forces 
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in order to perform optimally during the expected everyday 
demands. The positive feedback system that controls this 
adaptation has been named “the mechanostat”. The main 
forces that “drive” the mechanostat are considered to be 
muscle contractions, which induce tension in the bones, 
thereby activating bone modeling in both the periosteal and 
the endocortical surface of the cortex via mechano-receptors 
on the osteocytes1. Therefore, factors, including hormones, 
could affect the mechanostat performance either directly 
through actions in the bone or indirectly through effects on 
the muscle.

Hormones that have been implicated in the regulation of 
the mechanostat so far include sex hormones (androgens-
estrogens), parathyroid hormone (PTH), the system of growth 
hormone (GH) – insulin growth factor-1 (IGF1), prostaglandin 
E

2
 (PGE

2
), vitamin D, glucocorticoids, and leptin.

Sex hormones. Androgens seem to affect the 
mechanostat both directly and indirectly2. Androgens 
increase osteoprotegerin (OPG) expression and thus 
decrease remodeling and maybe direct it towards bone 
formation. Furthermore, they stimulate bone modeling 
and increase bone dimensions. Additionally, they maintain 
a positive calcium balance through stimulation of calcium 
reabsorption in the distal renal tubules. However, the 
most significant effect of androgens on the mechanostat 
is probably exerted indirectly, through stimulation 
of muscle growth independently of IGF1 and through 
increased muscle contraction by activating the calcium 
signal. Androgen-related bone mass accrual is mostly 
periosteal while endosteal surface is minimally affected. 
On the contrary, estrogens decrease the set point of 
the mechanostat in the endocortical surface resulting in 
increased osteogenic response on mechanical loading 
and, therefore, increased endocortical bone apposition, 
while their effect on muscle mass is considerably smaller 
than androgens. The positive effect of estrogens on the 
endocortical and trabecular one surfaces is exerted via 
their type alpha receptor (ERα) while activation of their 
type beta receptor (ERβ) inhibits the exercise-induced 
anabolic response at the periosteal surface and retards 
periosteal bone formation. The lowering of the modeling 
set-point by the estrogens in adolescent females 
results in accumulation of bone in quantities higher 
than mechanically required. This has been proposed to 
represent a mechanism to get along with the anticipated 
increased demands of pregnancy and lactation during the 
forthcoming reproductive period.

Anabolic hormones. GH and IGF1 mostly affect the 
mechanostat indirectly, through increased protein synthesis 
and subsequently increased muscle mass which results 
in an adaptive increase of bone mass until a higher steady 
state is achieved3. Moreover, it has been shown that GH and 
IGF1 decrease the mechanostat threshold and reinforce 
the effect of exercise on bone formation. Bone formation 

is typically observed on cortical bones and mostly in their 
periosteal surface2,3. A synergistic effect of exercise with 
PTH in increasing bone mass has also been reported while 
the unloaded vertebral bodies in rats responded poorly 
to PTH administration4. Similarly, PGE

2
 administration 

repeatedly revealed a greater osteogenic response in the 
more heavily loaded parts of animal skeletons and PGE

2
 

combined with external loading had a synergistic effect 
on periosteal and an additive effect on endocortical bone 
formation4. Thus, anabolic agents have been postulated to 
modulate the responsiveness of bone tissue to mechanical 
loading by lowering the modeling and raising the remodeling 
set points. The net effects are synergistic increases in 
modeling-dependent bone mass (increased periosteal bone 
gain), additive increase in endosteal bone mass and decrease 
of the remodeling and the resorption drifts4. 

vitamin D – myokines. Through its receptor VDR on the 
bone regulates the response of the skeleton to growth 
factors while through its receptors on the muscle increases 
protein synthesis and activates transcriptional factors, 
thereby promoting muocyte growth and function. Besides 
vitamin D, the bone-muscle unit might also be affected 
by several newly identified hormones secreted by the 
skeletal muscle, the myokines (irisin, follistatin, activin, 
myostatin) that regulate muscle growth and functionality.

Glucocorticoids. Glucocorticoids adversely affect the 
skeleton though various mechanisms: reduced protein 
synthesis by the osteoblasts, negative regulation of 
several genes of the osteoblasts, premature apoptosis 
of the osteocytes, decrease of GH-IGF1 and levels, 
hypogonadal effect (decrease of androgen/estrogen 
secretion) and muscle weakening/myopathy.

Leptin – adipokines. During the previous decade, adipose 
tissue has been identified as an endocrine organ secreting 
hormones called adipokines. The best studied adipokine 
is leptin, which regulates energy homeostasis and body 
mass by controlling appetite and energy expenditure. The 
role of leptin in bone mass regulation was identified in a 
study where the positive correlation between body mass 
and bone mass observed in normal mice was lost in leptin 
deficient mice, while leptin administration in humans 
maintained bone mass despite inducing weight loss5. Leptin 
exerts both direct and indirect effects on the skeleton. 
Leptin dramatically sensitizes the skeletal response to 
increased body weight by modulating mechanosensitivity 
of the skeleton. Indirect actions include modification of 
the levels of other hormones: leptin deficiency results 
in hypogonadism, elevated corticosteroid levels and 
impaired growth hormone signaling. 
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The central role of osteocytes in bone homeostasis 
has long been envisioned by pioneers in the field, who 
proposed potential mechanisms by which these cells 
could contribute to the functions of the skeleton.

Gastone Marotti and colleagues found by microscopic 
examination of human bone that osteocytes within 
lacunae have multiple cytoplasmic projections that reach 
neighbouring osteocytes and cells on bone surfaces. Marotti 
proposed that osteocytes are key participants in this cellular 
network in which cells, connected via gap junctions, are able 
to sense mechanical and biochemical signals1.

In ground-breaking studies, Harold Frost demonstrated 
that the viability of osteocytes decreases with age 
proposed that osteocytes regulate water and calcium 
flow from the canaliculi to the blood compartment, and 
developed the ‘mechanostat’ theory, which proposes 
that the magnitude of the mechanical stimulation applied 
to bone dictates whether bone will be increased (by 
increasing bone formation) or decreased (by increasing 
bone resorption).In this model, osteocytes sense the load 
imposed on bone and respond by signalling to osteoblasts 
and osteoclasts to adapt to mechanical changes2.

Seminal work by A. Michael Parfitt in the 1970s postulated 
that osteocytes are involved in the response of the skeleton 
to parathyroid hormone (PTH). PTH has profound effects 
on the skeleton. Recent investigations have markedly 
advanced our understanding of the cellular and molecular 
mechanisms of PTH on bone. PTH downregulates Sost/
sclerostin expression in osteocytes. PTH/PTH-related 
peptide (PTHrP) receptor (PPR) activation by PTH elevates 
cAMP levels and inhibits myocyte enhancer factor (Mef2)-
stimulated Sost promoter activity leading to decreased 
expression of the inhibitor of bone formation sclerostin, 
and elevated bone formation rate3. Similar to PTH, 

N-terminal PTHrP analogs tested so far (PTHrP(1-34), 
PTHrP(1-36), Abaloparatide, stimulate proliferation of 
pre-osteoblasts and their differentiation to osteoblasts, 
and also increase osteoblast survival.

Wnt signaling plays a central role in regulating the 
development of many tissues and organs, and alterations 
in the pathway are commonly associated with human 
disease. Several ways of activating Wnt-βcatenin 
signalling by blocking antagonists of the pathway through 
pharmacological interventions have been designed. 
A neutralizing antibody directed against sclerostin 
has also been developed. Sclerostin expression is 
restricted to osteocytes among bone cells and increased 
SOST expression leads to a bone-specific phenotype. 
Sclerostin is, therefore, an excellent target to improve 
bone health without affecting other tissues. Preclinical 
studies have shown that inhibition of sclerostin using the 
antibody prevents the decrease in bone mass induced 
by ovariectomy, excess glucocorticoid administration, 
ulcerative colitis, immobilization and ageing. Phase II/
lll studies with the anti-sclerostin antibody have been 
carried out in postmenopausal women and increased BMD, 
increased bone formation and inhibited bone resorption 
and decreased fractures4. Studies using humanized 
neutralizing anti-DKK1 antibodies increase bone mass in 
growing female mice and in ovariectomized adult rhesus 
monkeys. However, since the Wnt pathway is active in 
numerous tissues and DKK1 and is widely expressed, 
use of these inhibitors might need to be restricted to 
local bone applications to avoid unwanted effects in other 
organs. Nevertheless, anti-DKK1 antibodies are currently 
being tested for the treatment of skeletal complications in 
multiple myeloma5. PGE2 has an anabolic effect in bone 
when administered intermittently165. However, owing 
to the widespread systemic distribution and the adverse 
effects associated with PGE2 administration, this agent 
is not currently used in the clinic. To avoid the systemic 
effects of activation of this receptor, a bisphosphonate-
conjugated agonist was developed for bone targeting6.
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Osteoporosis is defined as a skeletal disorder characterised 
by compromised bone strength predisposing to an 
increased risk for fracture1. During the last 15 years, we 
have come to appreciate that bone strength relies not 
only on the quantity of bone - estimated by measuring 
bone mineral mass and/or “density” - but also on another 
set of properties, usually referred to as “bone quality”2. 
These properties include bone geometry, macro- and 
microarchitectural elements of trabecular and cortical 
bone, as well as the material properties of bone tissue per 
se. Dual-energy X ray Absorptiometry (DXA) is currently 
the method of choice for the diagnosis of osteoporosis, 
and low BMD by DXA is a strong predictor of fracture risk. 
TBS is a novel method based on evaluating pixel gray-
level variations in the lumbar spine (LS) DXA image, thus 
providing an indirect index of trabecular bone architecture. 
While it is not validated for the diagnosis of osteoporosis, 
ex vivo studies suggest that TBS significantly correlates 
with indices of trabecular microarchitecture derived by 
mCT such as trabecular bone volume to tissue volume 
(BV/TV), trabecular number (Tb.N), and trabecular 
separation (Tb.Sp)3. Moreover, several studies provide 
evidence that TBS may predict osteoporotic fractures, 
such as the Manitoba study that included 29,407 
women > 50 years old followed for a mean period of 4.7 
years. The age-adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) reported 
for each SD decline in TBS were 1.45 (95% CI, 1.32-
158) for vertebral fracture, and 1.46 (95% CI, 1.30-
1.63) for hip fracture4. The incorporation of TBS in the 
FRAX algorithm was based on numerous studies that, as 
shown by a meta-analysis recently published concluded 
that TBS provides additional information on the 10-year 
fracture probabilities as estimated by the standard FRAX 
variables5. As a result, TBS may be useful in the selection 
of patients with high risk of fracture based on additional 
data regarding the individual’s microarchitecture, that is 
an important element regarding bone strength. TBS is not 

currently validated for the monitoring of osteoporosis 
treatment and it is currently debated whether it may be 
useful in the identification of patients who respond to 
treatment, especially with antiresorptive agents such as 
bisphosphonates. 
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Falls are a major health problem in elderly people. 
Fractures at later ages are closely related to muscle 
weakness and falling. Over 90% of fractures occur after 
a fall. Following their first fall, about 30% of persons 
develop fear of falling resulting in decreased mobility 
and bone mass. Low 25(OH)D levels (<25 nmol/L) are 
associated with an increased risk of repeated falling 
over the subsequent year, particularly in persons over 
the age of 75 years. For many years, vitamin D has been 
known to be of importance to musculoskeletal health. 
Growing interest in vitamin D as a medical therapy 
has led to many trials. Vitamin D exerts wide-ranging 
effects, including those that relate to physical function. 
It is well known that severe deficiency causes rickets (in 
children) and osteomalacia (in adults). Symptoms include 
paraesthesia in hands and feet as well as aching muscles 
and bones. Clinical findings include muscle weakness 
particularly with proximal myopathy causing difficulty 
getting up from a chair without using arms and walking 
up the stairs. Gait disturbance occurs and gait is often 
characterized as waddling (‘penguin gait’). Four lines of 
evidence support the role of vitamin D in muscle health. 
Firstly, proximal muscle weakness is a prominent feature 
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of the clinical syndrome of vitamin D deficiency. The 
clinical feature of the myopathy associated with severe 
vitamin D deficiency is supported by findings from in vivo 
and in vitro experimental studies showing histological 
and electrophysiological changes in severe vitamin D 
deficiency. Secondly, the vitamin D receptor (VDR) is 
expressed in the cell nuclei of muscle cells and vitamin 
D has been shown to affect muscle cell contractility. The 
number of VDRs decreases with age, which supposedly is 
a contributing factor to reduced muscle strength in the 
elderly. Thirdly, several observational studies suggest 
a positive correlation between 25(OH)D and muscle 
strength or lower extremity function in older persons. In 
a randomized controlled trial, Bischoff et al. showed that 
treatment with vitamin D 3 and calcium (800 IU and 1200 
mg per day) for 3 months reduced the risk of falls by 49% 
compared to calcium alone. Similarly in an Australian 
study, treatment with vitamin D 2 (initially 10,000 IU per 
week then 1000 IU per day) and calcium (600 mg per day) 
for 2 years reduced the risk of falls in the compliant group 
by 30% compared to calcium alone. Fourthly, vitamin D 
supplementation increases muscle strength and balance, 
and reduces the risk of falling in community- dwelling, 
as well as in institutionalised individuals. In addition to 
the direct effect of vitamin D on muscle cells, vitamin D 
deficiency causes secondary hyperparathyroidism which 
may also impair muscle function. Given the relationship 
between 25(OH) D level and physical performance, one 
would expect a similar link when examining falls risk. The 
beneficial effect of vitamin D on calcium absorption and 
bone mineral density may not be the only explanation for 
its protective effects against fractures. In fact, vitamin D 
deficiency may cause muscular impairment even before 
adverse events on bone occur. The observed fracture 
reduction with vitamin D may be modulated in part by 
its benefit on the muscle, as supported by the presence 
of the VDR in human muscle tissue and an early effect 

of vitamin D on falls. Vitamin D insufficiency is frequent 
in the general population. Strong evidence is available 
from clinical trials in the elderly suggesting that vitamin 
D supplementation at a high enough dose reduces the 
risk of falling. Supplementation should aim to increase 25 
(OH)D levels to between 50-75 nmol/l range. Achieved 
serum 25(OH)D levels of 60 nmol/l resulted in 23% 
fall reduction whilst lower levels resulted in no reduction 
in falls. Several double-blind RCTs have documented 
fracture prevention with 700-800 IU/day but not with 
lower doses. The clinical practice guidelines document 
from the Endocrine Society details the implementation for 
clinicians and patients.
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